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The Role of Whales in Southern Ocean Ecosystems Lisa T. Ballance, Robert L. Pitman, and Robert L.
Brownell, Jr. Southwest Fisheries Science ... So, how do whales impact Southern Ocean ecosystems?
â€¢They remove a huge amount of krill from the system (and maybe a huge amount of squid,
The Role of Whales in Marine Ecosystems
So back to that question about why whales are big, but not too big. The study authors determined that there
are two main factors why: heat loss and metabolism. Oceans can be pretty cold places to live, and whales
â€” while very intelligent â€” don't really have the aquatic equivalent to thermal underwear.
Why Are Whales So Big? | HowStuffWorks
These whales expend much less energy on feeding than their toothed counterparts because they filter all
their food, which makes them more efficient and allows them to grow larger than toothed whales.
Why are whales so big? Why aquatic mammals need to be big
We use cookies to make interactions with our website easy and meaningful, to better understand the use of
our services, and to tailor advertising.
(PDF) Why Whales? - ResearchGate
They keyed in on a time period when the whales got huge and smaller whale species went extinct,
somewhere between a few hundred thousand years ago and 4.5 million years ago.
How did whales get so big? - CSMonitor.com
Thereâ€™s only so much food that an animal can reasonably find, catch, and swallow. So, the need to stay
warm sets a floor for the body size of oceanic mammals, while the need to eat sets a ceiling.
Why Whales Got So Big - The Atlantic
Whales have become an important topic of study among marine biologists and scientists. Biological and
research studies in whale behavior, echolocation, language, intelligence, environmental impact and various
other topics have helped scientists learn so much about the whale species and their impact on this world.
Why Are Whales Important? - Marine Mammal Information
So by becoming as big as possible, the baleen whales managed to monopolize the newfound bounties of
freeze-thaw planet. Thatâ€™s why they survived and their smaller peers died off.
Why Did the Biggest Whales Get So Big? - The Atlantic
Smaller whales just couldnâ€™t compete in this new world order, but why the pygmy right whale escaped
extinction remains a mystery. But couldnâ€™t whales have grown so large because, well, they ...
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